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Abstract
Combining knowledge from computer graphics and visual arts, we built a light art projection installation based
on a novel sketch-based shape pattern rendering method. Motivated by an artist’s drawing, our novel rendering
method generates shape patterns resembling the input image, and creates animation with an organic appearance.
We also demonstrate using the proposed method to render foliage shadow effects for virtual scenes. The major
contribution of the proposed method is its ability to automatically render richly detailed, animated lighting pat-
terns from an approximate lighting plan drawing. Professional artists and computer graphics researchers work
together in our research team to develop our rendering method and the artistic rendering projects side by side. This
interdisciplinary approach helps us to design and evolve our method for creating aesthetic work with computer
graphics technologies.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): Computer Graphics [I.3.7]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—Color, shading, shadowing, and texture; Computer Applications [J.5]: Arts and
Humanities—Fine Arts.

1. Introduction

In northern latitudes on the west coast, winter brings long
nights and much rain. The dark and humid environment cre-
ates stress in many people [Ros12]. To render this dreary
environment into a bright and cheerful alternative space, we
created a light art projection installation. One wintery night,
our installation project created bright and colorful light pat-
terns in a public space, and attracted viewers to stop by
(Figure 1). On our research team, professional artists and
computer graphics researchers worked together to develop a
novel rendering method that successfully supported this vi-
sual art project. From the computer graphics perspective, we
seek to devise a method that could automatically follow an
artist’s lighting design, and renders the depicted scene with
detailed lighting conforming to the artist’s composition.

The rendering method we propose for this goal contains
two major components: a stochastic optimization algorithm
for creating shape patterns that resemble an input image,
and a simulation algorithm for generating organic-looking
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animation. The general strategy of the proposed rendering
method is to enhance an approximate sketch by filling in
details from given shape examples. The application of our
method is not limited to the installation project. We also
show its effectiveness through a digital rendering project that
creates foliage shadow effects from an artist’s sketch. Using
a few paint strokes, an artist can easily design lighting for
a virtual scene assumed to be placed under densely foliaged
trees without modeling the complicated tree structures. Our
program generates plausible light and shadow patterns from
the input drawing. The program also applies a blur effect and
produces animation to improve the visual appearance of the
rendered scene, creating an impression of tree foliage shad-
ows swaying in a gentle breeze.

We propose that rendering light following an artist’s draw-
ing is an intuitive way of creating artistic lighting effects.
Based on this idea, we propose a sketch-based rendering
method, and examine this method in two different contexts
of artistic creation. The contributions of our research consist
of:

1. A novel sketch-based shape pattern rendering method
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(a) The surrounding environment of the site for our instal-
lation.

(b) The installation show in a misty winter night.

(c) The installation show attracted many viewers to stop
by.

Figure 1: Our video projection installation in a public space
with two data projectors and one photographic light (Fig-
ure 1(c)).

that automatically generates shape patterns following an
input guide image, and in addition creates coherent ani-
mation (Section 4);

2. A case study of a light art video projection installation
in a public space supported by the proposed method. We
examine our implementation of the installation in detail,

and identify how our sketch-based rendering method fa-
cilitates the art project (Section 3);

3. A method for creating the animated foliage shadow effect
in digital rendering. We show that our proposed method
enables a straightforward and intuitive workflow for cre-
ating plausible, animated foliage shadow effects (Sec-
tion 5).

In our interdisciplinary research between computer sci-
ence and visual arts; the rendering method, the projection
installation and the foliage shadow effect rendering project
were developed side by side. In this paper, we present the in-
stallation project as a case study first, then discuss the algo-
rithmic design of the rendering method. Next, we show how
to use the proposed method in digital rendering for foliage
shadow effect. We suggest future research and conclude our
work in the last sections.

2. Related Work

Computer graphics researchers have envisioned the poten-
tial for freely composing lighting for a long time, with pio-
neer work dating back to Schoeneman et al. [SDS∗93] and
Poulin et al. [PRJ97]. Recently, researchers have tried to re-
define surface lighting in a more user-friendly fashion, and
have proposed systems to automatically compute parameters
such as light source, material or surface mapping according
to user input [PBMF07,RTD∗10]. Kerr and Pellacini [KP09]
noted that users are only capable of drawing coarse approx-
imation of desired lighting, instead of directly composing
every lighting detail. Therefore, sketch-based interfaces are
preferred in lighting design, as demonstrated in the ‘envy-
Light’ [Pel10] and ‘Illumination Brush’ [OMSI07] systems.
Following the same strategy, we only require an artist to in-
put a sketchy lighting plan drawing; our program then au-
tomatically produces plausible detailed lighting patterns and
creates animation. In comparison to their systems that create
physical based lighting effects from environment maps, our
rendering method is motivated from a visual arts perspective
and not limited to photorealistic lighting effects.

The development of powerful lights, projectors and com-
puters have given artists the ability to manipulate light pat-
terns in a large scale. In 2009, artist Michel de Broin and a
group engineers worked together to install a sphere of 1,000
mirrors 50 meters above the ground of Paris, and used large
light projectors to render an artificial starry night [dB09].
Artist Charles Sandison created his own computer pro-
gram to render a flood of bright text patterns from multiple
data projectors inside the Central Exhibition Hall ‘Manege’
in Moscow [San13]. Recently, an interactive installation
project was installed in Abu Dhabi by artist Rafael Lozano-
Hemmer, which used strong search light beams to visualize
the heartbeats of its viewers in the night sky [LH15]. In our
research, we also present a light art projection installation in
public space, in which the animated light patterns are gener-
ated from our rendering program.
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Computer graphics research of shape pattern arrangement
usually distribute elemental shapes according to a given tex-
ture [HLT∗09, MWT11]. Iterative and optimization algo-
rithms are commonly used in adjusting shape patterns and
making them resemble an example [AKA13, LBW∗14]. Al-
though we do not consider texture as the primary goal in our
research, we also approach the pattern arrangement problem
with a stochastic optimization algorithm. Given a segmented
input image, classification methods can be used to fit a col-
lection of simple shapes onto the image, and render the input
image into an abstract, paper cut-out style [SRHC08]. We
set a similar goal in our research of using a set of elemental
shapes to represent the input drawing. In addition, we create
animation for the shape patterns instead of rendering static
abstract images.

To create a coherent, organic looking animation for the
shape pattern, we apply harmonic motion simulation with
random excitation. As suggested by Chuang et al. [CGZ∗05]
and Habel et al. [HKW09], a human observer can only judge
a highly complicated dynamics system by its overall move-
ment frequency and amplitude. Based on this observation,
we use random values to construct the trajectories of each
shape in the animation. We choose the excitation (driven
force) for the harmonic motion to be a random excitation
that conforms to the 1

f β
statistical model, discussed in Peit-

gen et al. [PS88], Chapter 1.2.3. This statistical model is also
commonly observed in our daily life, from traffic patterns to
ripples on lakes.

We also demonstrate rendering foliage shadow effects for
virtual scenes using our method. In our approach, the fo-
liage shadows are rendered as shape patterns, not cast from
tree structures. This approach is different from photorealistic
methods of modeling and animating trees and their shadows,
which are usually inspired by biological rules [PHL∗09,
PSK∗12] or mathematical models [PLH∗90, LPC∗11]. Re-
cently, researchers also demonstrated creating plant struc-
tures based on photo or video input [TZW∗07, BNB13,
LDS∗11]. Since we focus on rendering the shadows from
foliage rather than the photorealistic trees, our method only
requires models of tree leaves instead of complete tree struc-
tures.

3. Light Art Projection Installation

In this section, we present our light art projection installa-
tion as a case study in which our rendering method plays an
important role. As an installation in public space, we have
to adapt our design to available spaces and efficiently imple-
ment the installation in a tight schedule. In this process, the
method we developed for rendering light patterns from an in-
put sketch facilitated the implementation of this art project.

The environmental visual context provides the motivation
of our installation. As shown in Figure 1(a), on a typical win-
ter day on our campus, the grassland exhibits a half yellow,

(a) Initial planned installation site.

(b) Initial implementation plan.

Figure 2: Our initial planned site for the installation has
a largely different visual context from the site finally ap-
proved. The implementation plan and the light pattern design
must be revised. Satellite map from Google Maps [Goo15].

half green tone due to the lack of sunshine. Soaked in rain-
water, dark clusters of soil and plant stems scatter on the
ground. At a distance in the background, the monochromatic
sky falls behind the black forest and the concrete buildings.
Observing this environment, we propose to create bright,
colorful light patterns using data projectors in a public space
after dark. In the long and depressing winter nights, we hope
our light art installation will deliver a visual presentation of
crystal-like light shapes and a sense of cheerfulness.

In the initial proposal, we planned to mount three data
projectors on top of a building’s roof, and render the space
around the center fountain of our campus (Figure 2). Al-
though we gained support for the proposal of cheerful light
patterns, the originally planned site was not available. We
made several alternative proposals, and finally gained per-
mission to set up the installation in another space that had
a sculpture in its center [Sni76]. The projectors had to be
mounted onto high ladders, instead of the rooftop; and our
installation had to be implemented in a tight schedule. We
discovered that administrative negotiation usually takes a
major portion of effort in implementing art projects in pub-
lic spaces. A well known example in contemporary arts is
the “Running Fence” installation in 1972, which took the
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(a) Implementation plan for the light art instal-
lation, with the lighting plan of the second pro-
jector.

(b) Lighting plan drawing of the second pro-
jector.

(c) A frame from the video rendered using our
method. The model of the elemental shape is
shown on top right.

Figure 3: The final implementation plan of our light art installation project. The lighting plan drawing (b) and the elemental
shape (c, upper-right) are designed based the visual context of the installation site. These inputs are taken by our rendering
program to produce the video for installation. The enlarged lighting plan is flipped because the video is rendered from the angle
of the projector. Satellite map from Google Maps.

artist more than four years to gain permission from the city
administration [Chr76]. When the final permission is given,
an artist usually has limited time to adapt the original plan to
the designated environment.

In our case, the overall design of rendering colorful light
patterns with data projectors was unchanged from the be-
ginning; but we had a very tight schedule to adapt this de-
sign for the new site. In less than a week, we needed to
make new implementation plans according to the approved
site (Figure 3(a)), and produce videos accordingly for both
projectors at the new mounting position. Under such a cir-
cumstance, our rendering method facilitated us to complete
the installation on time: we drew a new lighting plan image
(Figure 3(b)), modeled the sculpture standing in the center of
the space (Figure 3(c), upper-right), and rendered animation
videos in a few minutes. In comparison, manually fitting lots
of small visual elements into a desired pattern usually takes
much more time and effort. In order to produce a coherent
light pattern video by hand, an artist has to place numerous
shapes in video editing software, and laboriously adjust the
trajectory of each shape throughout the animation. Without
our rendering software tool, which we completed before the
busy week of setting up the installation, it would have been
impossible for us to show the installation on time.

Our rendering method helped us to transfer an approxi-
mate lighting plan drawing into a detailed, animated video.
To manually make a video that conforms to a lighting plan,
an artist can use any material, from real-life photographic
images and videos to abstract shapes. Currently, a computer
program cannot match the creativity of a human artist, and
we simplify our rendering task by restricting the content
of the rendered video to be animated shape patterns. The
shape patterns are generated by duplicating several elemen-
tal shapes over the video frame. In the presented installa-

tion, we chose the elemental shape to be a three-dimensional
model of the sculpture in the center of the space. The el-
emental shape is shown in the upper right corner of Fig-
ure 3(c); and a rendered frame is shown in the rest of this
figure. The elemental shape was duplicated many times and
rendered in various colors and angles to match the light-
ing plane design in Figure 3(b). With this elemental shape
model, we effectively create light patterns that closely re-
late to the visual context of the site. Should the installation
be shown in another space, the elemental shape for the light
patterns would also need to be redesigned. Our rendering
program can take a set of arbitrary three-dimensional models
and use them as the elemental shapes. We also assume the in-
put lighting plan drawing to be a grey-level image, and only
require the rendered video to resemble the input drawing in
its overall appearance. We discuss the algorithmic design of
our rendering method in the next section.

One night, the bright green and blue colors from the data
projectors lit up the grassland, created a translucent, mys-
tical and cheerful atmosphere. Animated by our method,
those sculpture-shaped light patterns swayed around like tree
leaves in a gentle breeze. The upper part of the sculpture was
lit up by a photographic light, to introduce a warm flood of
light into this winter night. With a dark lower part, the sculp-
ture seemed to be rising from the surrounding light shapes.
About half an hour into the installation show, the mist be-
gan to accumulate in the night air, and added glowing halos
around the light patterns and the bright upper parts of the
sculpture (Figure 1).

Many viewers were attracted to this place on our cam-
pus, stayed a while and curiously watched how these mov-
ing lights rendered the familiar surrounding into an exotic,
delightful space. In conversation with the viewers, they re-
marked to us that the colorful lights really stood out in the
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(a) Example guide image I. (b) Candidate shape pattern I′ with
triangle, square and circle.

(c) Difference image R and the evaluation
cells
(enlarged center part of the full image).

Figure 4: Optimization Heuristics. Blue in the difference images denotes pixels covered only by the guide image but not the
candidate shape pattern, while red stands for pixels covered only by the candidate shape pattern but not the guide image. The
dark brown squares represent the evaluation lattice. The yellow squares represent instance cells, which have their centers aligned
with the geometrical centers of the shape instances.

dark and cold winter night. An artist walking by commented
that movements of the light shapes appeared like living crea-
tures, while the individual light shapes looked quite abstract.
The installation was disassembled later in the same night.

4. Methodology

The goal of our rendering method is to automatically cre-
ate shape patterns that match an input image, and to gener-
ate coherent animation for these shape patterns. We propose
a two-part solution for this problem. First, we use stochas-
tic optimization to generate shape patterns that resemble the
input drawing. Secondly, we create animation of the shape
patterns by simulating harmonic motion, with a statistical
model for the excitation force.

4.1. Creating Shape Patterns from an Artist’s Sketch

Using a few bold paint-strokes to draw a lighting plan is an
intuitive way for an artist to express the intended lighting
composition (Figure 3(b)). We propose a method to automat-
ically transfer such a drawing into detailed shape patterns by
duplicating a few elemental shapes with various colors and
transforms. An artist can choose any set of three dimensional
models as the elementary shapes, and specify a range of col-
ors for them. In Figure 3, the elemental shape is a model
of the sculpture; and in Figure 4, the elemental shapes are
triangle, square and circle. In Section 5, we use models of
tree leaves as the elemental shapes to render foliage shadow
effects. The basic strategy of our method is stochastic opti-
mization: we generate a random shape pattern as the starting
candidate pattern, adjust the candidate pattern and evaluate

whether it better resembles the input image, and repeat this
process until a satisfying shape pattern is reached.

We call the input lighting plan drawing the guide image.
The optimization generates shape patterns that resemble the
guide image in its overall shape distribution. In our imple-
mentation, we use software instancing to duplicate elemen-
tal shapes over the image plane, and render a shape pattern
with orthogonal projection. These shape instances can have
different scale and rotation transforms, but their geometry
centers are constrained in a plane, and can only have pla-
nar offsets. The candidate shape patterns are rendered with
vertex color set to white against a black background 4(b).
Colors for the shape patterns will be applied after the opti-
mization. We compare the rendering of the candidate shape
pattern against the guide image, and set the goal function of
the optimization z to be the accumulated pixel value differ-
ence between them:

z(I′) =
(
∑ |V (Ix,y)−V (I′x,y)|

)
/N.

In the above equation, I stands for the guide image, and I′

represents a candidate shape pattern image in the optimiza-
tion. V denotes the value of a pixel. N represents the total
number of pixels in the rendered image, such that the goal
function is normalized in [0, 1]. In this section, we assume
that the guide image has exactly the same pixel resolution
as the rendering resolution of the shape patterns. If I and I′

have different resolutions, our program will re-sample the
guide image to the resolution of the shape pattern rendering
by trilinear interpolation.
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Figure 5: The stochastic optimization starts with a random shape pattern, and converges to a shape pattern that appears like the
guide image. In this example, 12 new candidates are generated in each iteration; the lowest (blue) and highest (orange) goal
function value of each iteration is illustrated in the top plot. Reference solutions (best shape pattern candidates) from some of
the iterations are shown below.

In each iteration of the optimization, we start with a can-
didate shape pattern as the reference solution. From the ref-
erence solution, we generate multiple new candidates by
adding or deleting shape instances and adjusting the trans-
forms of existing shape instances. We then evaluate the goal
function z on the newly created candidate, and compare it
with the z value of the reference solution. If any new can-
didate results in a better (smaller) z value, we pick the best
candidate shape pattern in the current iteration and set it as
the reference solution for the next iteration. Otherwise, we
keep the reference solution from the previous iteration, and
discard all newly generated candidate shape patterns (the it-
erations marked with a red zmin value and a ‘Reject’ in the
top plot of Figure 5). Our program visualizes the optimiza-
tion process in real time by rendering the current reference
solution onto the screen. The optimization keeps iterating
until one of the following criteria is met:

1. The goal function z of a shape pattern evaluates to a value
below a given threshold z0.

2. The maximum time set by the artist for the optimization
has expired.

3. The artist decides to terminate the optimization because
the current reference solution looks satisfying.

A straightforward stochastic optimization might ran-
domly adjust the transforms of each shape instance. In our
research, this basic algorithm is too slow and inefficient
when a large number of shape instances are placed in a shape
pattern. We propose to evaluate the difference between a
candidate shape pattern and the guide image part by part,
and use this heuristics information to guide the optimization
process.

We assume that if we can make the shape patterns look
similar to the guide image in every part, then their overall
appearance would also look similar. Following this idea, we
first calculate a difference image R by subtracting a candi-
date shape pattern from the guide image:

Rx,y =V (Ix,y)−V (I′x,y).

The difference image R will have both positive and neg-
ative pixels, and is handled with a special implementation.
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We then create a set of evaluation cells C on R (Figure 4).
Each evaluation cell Ci contains a square clip of the differ-
ence image. There are two kinds of evaluation cells:

1. A planar tiling of evaluation cells of the same size covers
the entire image plane. They form the evaluation lattice
on R. The evaluation lattice is shown with dark brown
lines in Figure 4(c). Cells in the evaluation lattice are cre-
ated when the optimization starts.

2. Instance Cells are evaluation cells with their centers
aligned with the geometrical center of shape instances,
which are represented by yellow squares in Figure 4(c).
When we create a shape instance by duplicating an ele-
mental shape and place the instance onto the shape pat-
tern, we create an instance cell with it. When a shape in-
stance is deleted, its corresponding instance cell is also
removed.

Our program then calculates an accumulated difference
index gi within the region of each evaluation cell Ci:

gi(Ci) =
∑Rx,y

Ni
=

∑(Ix,y− I′x,y)
Ni

, (x,y) ∈ Ci.

In the above equation, Ni denotes the total number of pix-
els in Ci, so gi is normalized. gi represents the difference
of the shape pattern and the guide image in the local region
of Ci. If gi is positive, it means the shape pattern coverage
needs to be increased in Ci; and if gi is negative, it means
the shape pattern covers too much area.

To guide the optimization with gi, we set up a series of
threshold values, and determine the appropriate adjustment
to the shape pattern by comparing gi of a specific evalua-
tion cell Ci to these threshold values. In the following list,
λcre and λdel are threshold values for creating and delet-
ing shape instances. λinc and λrec denote threshold values
for increasing or reducing a shape instance’s rendering cov-
erage. λdel and λrec should have negative values, and the
inequality−1 < λdel ≤ λrec ≤ 0≤ λinc ≤ λcre < 1 should
hold.

Given an evaluation cell Ci and its corresponding differ-
ence index gi:

• if the evaluation cell Ci belongs to the evaluation lattice,

– if gi > λcre, we calculate a ‘create’ probability pcre =
gi−λcre
1−λcre . When generating a new candidate shape pat-
tern, our program creates a new shape instance by the
probability of pcre. The initial geometrical center of
the newly created shape instance is a random point in-
side the evaluation cell Ci. Other rendering transforms
of the newly created shape instance, such as the rota-
tion and scaling, are randomly initialized.

• if Ci is an instance cell attached to a shape instance i,

– if gi < λdel, we calculate a ‘delete’ probability pdel =

gi−λdel
−1−λdel

. When generating a new candidate shape

pattern, our program deletes shape instance i with
probability pdel.

– if gi < λrec, our program tries to decrease the coverage
of shape instance i on the shape pattern by reducing its
scale parameter with a small random amount.

– if gi > λinc, our program tries to increase the coverage
of shape instance i by increasing its scale parameter
with a small random amount.

Typically, an optimization iteration starts with creating the
instance evaluation cells for the reference solution, contin-
ues with calculating the difference index gi for each cell,
then generates multiple new candidate shape patterns by ex-
amining all evaluation cells and performing corresponding
adjustments. The program also adds a small amount of ran-
dom perturbation on the rotation and translation transforms
of every shape instance when creating a new candidate shape
pattern. Although the evaluation cells and difference indices
gi stay the same for the same reference solution, we can gen-
erate non-repetitive new candidates as long as we use inde-
pendent random numbers through the process. For instance,
we decide whether to create or delete a shape instance by
drawing a random number from the uniform distribution of
[0, 1], and comparing it to pcre or pdel. Therefore, if the
program discards all new candidates in an iteration because
they all evaluate to larger z than the reference solution, then
it can keep using the evaluation cells and difference index
gi values calculated in the previous iteration. As long as the
program uses independent random numbers, it only needs to
calculate the heuristics information once for one reference
solution, until a better shape pattern is reached.

The random number generator we used throughout our
program is the Mersenne Twister proposed by Saito and
Matsumoto [SM08]. It is a pseudo-random number gener-
ator, which ensures our program to render exactly the same
video as long as the seed number does not change.

4.2. Animation with Harmonic Motion

Harmonic motions are one of the most commonly observed
movements around us. From a simple pendulum to compli-
cated ocean waves, many phenomena can be modeled using
harmonic motion [CK06]. Although our light patterns can be
abstract shapes, we seek to create animation for them with
a coherent and organic appearance. Therefore, we choose to
use harmonic motion simulation to create the animation for
the shape patterns.

We create movements on the three rotation axes and two
translation axes of every shape instance in a shape pattern
(only two degrees of freedom for translation because shape
instances have their centers fixed on a plane). To drive the
movements of the shape instances on these axes, we use the
1
f β

statistical model which resembles the frequency distribu-
tion of many natural phenomena [PS88]. A signal conform-
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Figure 6: Harmonic motion modeling with the 1
f β

noise as the excitation. (a) The shape group trajectory, which is driven by
a noise with β = 2 and moves in a planar space. (b) The local movement of a shape instance is driven by a noise with β = 1,
resulting in much high frequency oscillation. The movement is also constrained in the shape’s local movement range. (c) The
combined shape instance trajectory over time. Each plot has individually scaled vertical axis, and in this example the local
movement has a smaller range than the group movement. Time (horizontal) axes are of the same scale.

ing to the 1
f β

model appears random in time domain, but ex-

hibits a reciprocal curve similar to 1
f β

in its power spectrum,
where f denotes frequency and β is a given constant. Smaller
values for parameter β result in more high-frequency turbu-
lence in the signal, while larger values cause smoother os-
cillation (Figure 6). In our research, we are interested in this
model particularly because it resembles the wind, and it cre-
ates the appearance of light shapes swaying in a breeze.

We propose a two stage method for creating the shape pat-
tern animation. In the first stage, we generate a random sig-
nal that conforms to the 1

f β
statistical model. This is achieved

by creating the absolute value part and the phase (argument)
part separately in the frequency domain. The second stage
runs a harmonic motion simulation with the signal created
in the first stage as the excitation force.

Stage 1. Creating the 1
f β

excitation force.

Assuming that the animation contains N frames, with k
frames per-second:

1. Set the first value of the frequency domain representation
for the excitation to 0, since we need shape instances to
fluctuate around its original position and have no static
offset.

2. Calculate the frequency step fλ = k
N . In the frequency

domain representation, the ith value stands for the sinu-
soidal component of frequency i fλ.

3. Generate N/2 random values for the absolute value
part of the frequency domain representation. The val-
ues should approximately conform to the 1

f β
distribution

(with the first value set to 0). For the ith absolute value:

a. Construct a normal distribution N(µ, σ
2) with the

mean µ = 1
(i fλ)β

and variance σ = mµ, where m is a
small deviation factor (<< 1) given as a constant pa-
rameter.

b. Use a Gaussian random number generator on top

of the uniform random number generator to create
a random value that conforms to the above normal
distribution. In our implementation, the Box-Muller
method [BM58] is used.

The absolute values need to be greater or equal than zero,
so the resultant random values are set to zero if the Gaus-
sian random number generator gives negative values.

4. Generate N
2 uniform random values in the range of

[−π, π] to be used as the phase part of the frequency do-
main representation.

5. Combine the phase part with the absolute value part
to form complete complex numbers, and extend the se-
quence to size N with complex conjugation. Then, the
time domain excitation is calculated using the inverse
Fourier transform.

Since this sequence of N excitation samples needs to be
real numbers in the time domain, its frequency domain repre-
sentation must be conjugation symmetric [OWY83]. There-
fore, our program only needs to generate N

2 complex num-
bers in the frequency domain, and the high frequency half
of the frequency domain representation can be deduced with
complex conjugation. The random excitation samples gen-
erated from the above algorithm are in the range of [0, 1].
They are multiplied with given excitation magnitude values
before being used to drive the harmonic motion simulation.
If an indefinite length of animation is required instead of a
fixed length of N frames, our program simply continues to
drive the harmonic motion from the start of an excitation se-
quence when the sequence is exhausted. Repeating the entire
excitation sequence in the time domain does not alter its fre-
quency domain 1

f β
distribution. In our implementation, we

set N = 2000 and k = 30.

Stage 2. Creating the movement trajectory for the shape
pattern’s animation:

Instead of letting every shape instance move at an inde-
pendent random direction, we create more coherent move-
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ment by making them move in groups. In the animation,
we seek to create an appearance of shapes moving around
in clusters while fluctuating individually. In our research,
we set the number of groups according to the number of
shape instances being rendered, and determine the group of
shape instances with the fuzzy C-Mean clustering algorithm
(FCM) [Bez81]. Aesthetically, the shape groups should over-
lap each other a little, thus a fuzzy clustering algorithm is
chosen over a binary clustering algorithm such as K-Means.

We implement the Duhamel’s integral method for the
simulation of a single degree of freedom harmonic motion
against a given excitation [CK06]. As our program focuses
on visual representation instead of physical accuracy, satis-
fying results are achieved using one simulation time step per
rendering frame. The following list explains our animation
algorithm in detail.

1. Arrange the shape instances into several groups by apply-
ing the FCM algorithm to their geometry center points.
The FCM algorithm calculates a probability matrix, rep-
resenting the probability of each shape instance belong-
ing to a particular group. Our program determines the
group of a shape instance by drawing a uniform random
number in the range of [0, 1] and compares it to the group
entries in the matrix, choosing the first group that has a
greater accumulated probability than the random number.

2. Create the trajectory of the groups by calculate two one-
dimensional harmonic motions, driven by independent
excitation sequences. The movement of the shape groups
are also confined in the image plane, like the geometry
centers of the shape instances. One of the two excita-
tions driving the planar translation movements is multi-
plied with a large magnitude value, resembling the major
direction of group movement. For each frame, the offsets
of the two harmonic motions are combined into a two
dimensional coordinate, then rotated by a given angle to
create the group movement in the direction specified by
the artist.

3. Create the trajectory of every shape instance by calcu-
lating five one-dimensional harmonic motions with inde-
pendent random excitation. They are used as the move-
ments on the three rotational axes and two planar transla-
tion axes of a shape instance. Excitations used in this step
are multiplied with small magnitude values.

In our implementation, the group movements are driven
by 1

f β
excitations with β = 2. The high β value creates

smooth movements that appear similar to sinusoidal trajec-
tories with slow moving centers. The movements of shape
instances are driven by excitations with β = 1, which create
large amounts of high frequency oscillations. When render-
ing an animation frame, the movement of a shape instance
is added on top of its group movement to produce the final
rendering transform for that shape instance (Figure 6). The
movements of shape groups and instances are also limited
within given ranges. Given as parameters to our program,

the movement ranges ensure that at any time during the an-
imation, the shape patterns in the rendered video will not
deviate too much from the guide image.

Our rendering program reads a .jpg image file as the
guide image, and loads the elemental shapes from a .fbx
file [Aut14]. The artist using our rendering tool can design
the guide image and elemental shapes with any external soft-
ware tool that supports these formats. The program stores
numerical parameters in an external XML file, such as the
optimization heuristics thresholds (λcre, λdel, etc.) and the
intrinsic frequency and damping for simulating the harmonic
motion. On a desktop computer with an Intel i7 processor
and a Nvidia GTX 280 graphics card, the optimization pro-
cess takes around 10 seconds per iteration, and one minute
in total. The animation algorithm creates approximately 100
frames per-minute and writes them to the hard drive as image
files. The exact performance depends on the complexity of
the elemental shape, the number of shape instances and the
rendering resolution. The entire process is visualized on the
screen in real time, and the artist can pause or halt the pro-
gram anytime during the optimization or animation stage.

5. Rendering Foliage Shadows Under Sunshine

We introduce the proposed rendering method with a case
study of an installation project, but the application of our
method is not limited to rendering abstract light patterns.
The general idea behind our approach is to automatically
fill in lighting details following an artist’s sketch with a few
given shape examples, and to preserve the visual appearance
of the input image in the output rendering. To illustrate the
effectiveness of the proposed method in a digital rendering
context, we demonstrate rendering a foliage shadow effect
for virtual scenes with our method. In this example, we draw
a lighting plan for a scene model, and use the proposed ren-
dering method to define the lighting in the depicted scene.
The shape patterns rendered from our program are linked
with light sources in Autodesk Maya as animated projective
light masks. We choose this example, because the light pat-
terns on the ground under foliaged trees always consist of
shadows from a large number of similar shaped tree leaves.
Therefore, our rendering method can be applied, taking the
tree leaves as elemental shapes, if we assume that we do not
need to correlate the foliage shadows with a tree canopy in a
photorealistic manner.

A bright sunny day brings vivid light and shadow patterns
under foliaged trees. When a gentle breeze sweeps through
the foliage, the complicated light patterns on the ground
change their appearances in a visually pleasing movement.
Because the densely foliaged trees have complicated struc-
tures, photorealistic methods for modeling and animating
their shadows are usually sophisticated. With our approach,
we can render the foliage shadow effect without modeling
the complicated tree structure. As a starting point, we create
a scene in Maya with a directional light source, which rep-
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(a) Scene with the Lucy statue.

Camera bounded with directional light source

Production Camera 1

Production Camera 2
(rotating)

(b) Light source and attached camera.

(c) Artist draws the lighting plan on top of the
scene.

(d) Final rendering.

Figure 7: The foliage shadow effect example. We align a
camera with the light source (b), and draw the lighting plan
on top of a rendering from this camera (c). Using the pro-
posed rendering method, we create plausible foliage shadow
effect while keep the Lucy statue bright in shadowy sur-
roundings (d), as indicated in the lighting plan.

resents the direction of sunshine (Figure 7(a)). To draw the
lighting plan for this scene, we align a camera with the di-
rectional light source, and align the look-at direction of that
camera with the light direction (Figure 7(b)). We render the
scene from that camera, and draw the lighting plan on top of
this image on a transparent layer (Figure 7(c)). In this exam-
ple, the lighting plan drawing indicates a shadowy surround-
ing and a bright Lucy statue. The layer with the lighting plan
drawing is extracted as the input guide image for our pro-
gram. We used Adobe Photoshop [Ado08] for drawing the
lighting plan image. The elemental shapes for this example
will be a few models of maple leaves.

Instead of rendering the shapes as light patterns, we ren-
der black shapes against a white background. Colors for the
shape pattern and the background can be set in the config-
uration file of our rendering program. The output animation
frames from our rendering program are then linked as the
projective light mask on the directional light source (Fig-
ure 7(d)). The animation created by our program resembles
movements of foliage shadows in its visual appearance. Har-
monic motion and the 1

f β
excitation are shown to be effective

in modeling plant movements [HKW09, OTF∗03]. Moving
around in groups, the trajectory of shape instances resemble
foliage clusters on large tree brunches, which sway gently
in wind. The harmonic motions of all shape groups are set
to sway in similar directions, which conform to the impres-
sion of tree movements in wind. In the context of render-
ing foliage shadows, the leaf-shaped elemental shapes are
set to perform much local rotational movements, which ap-
pears like tree leaves fluctuating on the tips of tree branches.
The final rendering conforms to the lighting plan drawing, at
the same time exhibiting detailed tree foliage shadows and
plausible animation.

5.1. Soft Shadows under Sunshine

A remarkable visual effect of the shadows under foliaged
trees are the circular shape of bright patterns regardless of
the complex shapes of slits among the foliage (Figure 8(c)).
This phenomenon happens because the slits inside the fo-
liage act as pin-hole cameras and project the sun’s images
onto the ground at proper distances. In addition, foliage
shadows usually look blurry because the sun is an area light
source. In our research, we simulate these two important vi-
sual features with a blur filter.

Viewed from Earth, the sun has a constant angular di-
ameter of approximately θ = 0.5 degree [SB10]. If the as-
sumed distance from the shadow receiving plane to the leaf
instances is d, the leaf shadow on the receiving plane should
be blurred with a circular kernel of radius d tanθ. We calcu-
late the blur as a convolution of the sharp rendering result
with a filter image [SS98]. The filter image is initialized as
all-black with a circular white spot of diameter d tanθ at the
center. The artist can pick another image as the filter, such as
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(a) Sharp rendering of a shape pattern with
oval leaves.

(b) The rendered texture blurred with a ra-
dius
of 20 pixels.

(c) Photograph of real leaf shadow on a
white foam core.

Figure 8: An example of the blur filter in foliage shadow rendering, and comparison with real life photograph.

an astronomy photo of the sun [Max91]. The pin-hole cam-
era effect naturally emerges when proper distance parame-
ters are set (Figure 8(b)).

In our implementation, the blur convolution is executed in
the frequency domain as a multiplication, with correspond-
ing forward and inverse two-dimensional Fourier trans-
forms. As the distance parameter does not change through-
out the animation, the frequency domain filter image is pre-
calculated. The Fourier transforms and texture multiplica-
tions are executed on GPU with Microsoft Direct 11 Com-
pute Shader, which provides a fast and constant rendering
speed when the blur radius is large. Another example scene
shows the Buddha statue rendered with the foliage shadow
effect in Figure 9.

Our method of rendering foliage shadows has two ad-
vantages: first, an artist is exempted from modeling the ge-
ometry structure for the caster of the light patterns, such
as a complicated tree. Secondly, the final rendering result
is guaranteed to resemble the lighting plan drawing, be-
cause the light pattern is motivated from the drawing instead
of being calculated from photorealistic light-object interac-
tions. Artists who worked with us evaluated our approach as
“straightforward, controllable and effective”, and suggested
that a wide variety of light pattern effects could be rendered
with our method, such as underwater caustics lights and in-
door light patterns from mirror balls. The common property
of these scenes is that the lighting can be modeled as shape
patterns containing limited number of elemental shapes. Ad-
ditional algorithmic components would be needed to adapt
our rendering method into these different scenarios, just as
the blur filter we created in the foliage shadows example.

6. Limitation and Future Work

A limitation of our rendering method is that the shape pat-
terns only resemble the overall appearance of the guide im-
age. If the given elemental shapes are large, the generated
shape pattern cannot reproduce every detail in the input im-

age. When the shape patterns are animated, the rendering re-
sult may further deviate from the guide image in some parts.

In our research, we have worked with artists of various
disciplines, from fine arts to the visual effects industry. We
found artists with different backgrounds have different ex-
pectations of rendering software tools. Among the artists
who worked with our research projects, those artists from
a fine art program prefer to concentrate on the overall visual
appearance when creating images, and feel uncomfortable
with a sophisticated numerical interface. Thus, we packed
all the numerical parameters into an XML file that is not
frequently changed, and let the artists focus on drawing the
lighting plan and modeling the elemental shapes. On the
other hand, our artist colleagues from the visual effects in-
dustry point out that extensive control over the rendered im-
age is necessary for CG production. With professional ex-
perience in making computer games and commercial films,
they asked for a well designed numerical interface, which
exposes details of the internal rendering mechanism of a ren-
dering program to its user. Therefore, we propose to develop
a numerical interface on top of the current XML configura-
tion file, allowing artists to have more direct control over the
internal calculation of our program. More importantly, a se-
ries of formal user studies should be conducted with artists
from different disciplines, from fine arts to visual effects in-
dustry, to better understand their various expectations of ren-
dering software tools.

7. Conclusion

The major contribution of the proposed sketch-based ren-
dering method is its easy and intuitive workflow, in which
an artist is not required to laboriously make every detail
of the rendered animation. Supplied with only a few paint-
strokes and elemental shapes, our method automatically ren-
ders richly detailed shape patterns without requiring much
effort from the artist. This approach resembles a result mo-
tivated rendering methodology: instead of starting from a
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(a) Scene with the Buddha statue. (b) Scene rendered from the light source. (c) The lighting plan drawing.

(d) Light patterns with two layers. (e) Scene rendered with the foliage shadow
effect from the light source.

(f) Scene rendered with the foliage shadow
effect from another viewpoint.

Figure 9: Foliage shadow effect rendered in a scene with the Buddha statue. In this example, the elemental shape is the bamboo
leaf, and the shadow effect consists of two layers of shape patterns with different degrees of blur (d). The lighting plan (c)
resembles a shadowy surrounding, a partially shadowed rooftop and a bright Buddha statue. In the final rendering (e,f), this
lighting design is preserved.

scene model and calculating light-object interaction to de-
duce the rendering result, we start with a target appearance
of the depicted scene (the guide image), and create the light-
ing details with animation.

We have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed
method in two distinctive rendering contexts. In our research
team, professional artists and computer scientists work side
by side to create a contemporary art installation and foliage
shadow effect rendering. During this process, we constantly
evolved the algorithmic design of our rendering program, re-
sulting in the method described in this work. Our approach is
different from typical computer graphics research that solves
a defined theoretical or practical problem, then invites exter-
nal artists to validate the solution. We hope both our render-
ing method and our research approach will inspire aesthetic
creations with computer graphics technologies in the future.
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